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personal identity, psychological continuity and externalism - personal identity, it should also be
mentioned that identity is an equivalence relation, meaning the identity relation must satisfy three necessary
conditions: transitivity, symmetry and reflexivity. an argument for animalism - white rose research
online - philosophers writing about personal identity today either deny outright that we are animals or say
things that are clearly incompatible with it. this is surprising. personal identity - welcome to thinkery - the
introductory essay, "personal identity and what matters in sur vival: an historical overview," is a substantial
development of material some of which has been previously published in raymond martin, "per personal
identity eric t. olson - university of sheffield - perry, j. a dialogue on personal identity and immortality.
indianapolis, in: hackett, 1978. an ideal source for beginners, covering all the main views about our identity
over time. the complex and simple views of personal identity - the difference between diachronic
personal identity and the identity of other objects; they insist that in the case of the other familiar types that
figure in philosophical puzzle cases about identity – ships, statues, plants and so on – the correct view is the
complex one. feminist theory and personal identity - cdn.ymaws - martin & barresi, personal identity,
blackwell. (supplemental readings that do not appear in the text will be provided electronically) class
schedule* weeks 1-2 orientation to philosophy philosophical analysis and concepts classical ethics classical
political philosophy classical personal identity readings: frye “oppression” (online) pojman on moral relativism
wolf (online) weeks 3-7 ... personal identity, fission and time travel - web.nmsu - personal identity,
fission and time travel john wright published online: 10 november 2006 # springer science + business media
b.v. 2006 abstract one problem that has formed the focus of much recent discussion on personal broadening
the study of the self: integrating the study of ... - of personal identity and of cultural identity, and of
studying these conceptions of identity across various ethnic, cultural, and national groups. identity is a critical
aspect of psychosocial functioning. identity and spatio-temporal continuity - identity and spatio-temporal
continuity by david wiggins fe/1011j of new college, oxford. basil blackwell oxford 1967 time and personal
identity in nietzsche’s theory of ... - time and personal identity in nietzsche’s theory of eternal recurrence
scott jenkins* university of kansas abstract friedrich nietzsche’s theory of eternal recurrence is an essential
part of his mature philosophy, but letter to the editors the significance of personal ... - of personal
identity has the consequence that you were never a fetus – or at least never an early-term fetus – since you
lack the requisite psychological connections to the early-term fetus that was in your mother’s womb several
months before your birth. the psychological theory thus implies that killing an early-term fetus does not
deprive it of a future like ours. the biological theory ... on hylemorphism and personal identity university at buffalo - on hylemorphism and personal identity 455 r 2009 blackwell publishing ltd.
composition is still not identity: the person is composed by, but non-identical with, his soul. thus, the soul is a
proper—not an improper—part of the person. i should say a word or two on the terminology here invoked. an
improper part of a thing is just the thing itself. i am identical with my one and only improper ... self and social
identity* - purdue university - concern with the personal self and issues of personal identity as an
explanatory frame for understanding social behavior dominates theoretical accounts and em- pirical work even
when group processes and intergroup relations are the object of personal identity. - rlfrazier - personal
identity. robert l. frazier 10 jan 2018 reading john locke. an essay concerning human understanding. fontana
library, london, fth edition, what does functionalism tell us about personal identity? - what does
functionalism tell us about personal identity? eric t. olson churchill college, cambridge 1. most philosophers
believe that our identity through time consists in some sort online identity - tiara - these items become
symbolic markers of personal identity (papacharissi 2002) that serve a function similar to clothing or bumper
stickers: to establish and display one’s identity. social unity and the identity of persons - # blackwell
publishers, 2002, 108 cowley road, oxford ox4 1jf, uk and 350 main street, malden, ma 02148, usa. 1 for a
recent, celebrated discussion of the metaphysics of personal identity, see derek parﬁt, hugh lafollette marie
and leslie e. cole chair in ethics - hugh lafollette . marie and leslie e. cole chair in ethics. university of south
florida st. petersburg 140 7. th. ave. s. st. petersburg fl 33701-5016 general philosophy tutorials alexandergreenbergthub - 3 f. sydney shoemaker. 1984. “personal identity: a materialist’s account.” in
shoemaker and swinburne personal identity (blackwell): secs. 1–5: 69-91. 'collective identity' in: the wileyblackwell encyclopedia ... - a personal identity refers to self-deﬁnition in terms of personal attributes, and
social identity refers to self-deﬁnition in terms of social cat- egory memberships. collective identity at the ...
self and subjectivity - spiritual-minds - 17 paul ricoeur:“personal identity and narrative identity,” from
oneself as another, translated by kathleen blamey (chicago and london:university of chicago press,
1992),pp.115–18,129–39printed by permission of the university of chicago self and identity - usc dana and
david dornsife college of ... - ch. 4 pp. 69-104 self, self-concept, and identity handboolpersonal identity - r.
l. frazier - personal identity’? which kind of criterion, if either, is more satisfactory? which kind of criterion, if
either, is more satisfactory? why does par t hold that it is survival, not personal identity that matters? the
unimportance of identity - stafforini - that is a disagreement about personal identity. to under stand such
disagreements, we must distinguish two kinds of sameness. two white billiard balls may be qualitatively iden
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tical, or exactly similar. but they are not numerically ident-some of this essay draws from part three of my
reasons and persons (oxford university press, 1984). the new material will be more fully developed in my ...
reneotiating identity: cancer narratives - quest for personal identity. of the many stories we tell it is those
which are ours, not only about us but by us, that have the most meaning to who we are, where we have been
and where we intend to go. for cancer patients these stories have a special meaning. in negotiating their way
through regimens of treatment, changing bodies and disrupted lives, the telling of one's own story takes on a
... knowledge and reality 102 - wordpress - knowledge and reality 102 finals paper as well as further
sharpening your philosophical skillset. epistemology week 1 – the structure of justification week 2 –
contextualism week 3 – the problem of perception week 4 – testimony metaphysics week 5 – personal identity
week 6 – possible worlds week 7 – time week 6 – objects readings and specific issues note: faculty lists are ...
identities of human self - srce - the evolution of western theorizing about self and personal identity can
seem to divide neatly into three phases: from plato to john locke, from locke to the late 1960s, and from the
late 1960s to the present. 'politicized identity' in: the wiley-blackwell ... - a person has a personal
identity and several social identities. personal identity refers to self-deﬁnition in terms of personal attributes,
whereas social identity refers to self-deﬁnition in terms of social category memberships (tajfel & turner 1979).
col-lective identity concerns cognitions shared by members of a single group (taylor & whittier the wileyblackwell encyclopedia of social ... identity: second language - university of british columbia - author's
personal copy (eds.) the handbook of language and gender. oxford/ malden, ma: blackwell publishing.
327–352. simpson r (1997). ‘metapragmatic discourse and the ide- selfhood and identity in confucianism,
taoism, buddhism ... - selfhood and identity in confucianism, taoism, buddhism, and hinduism: contrasts
with the west david y. f. ho among western psychologists, the reaction to eastern ideas of selfhood and
identity tends to fall into two extremes. on the one hand, under the pretext of scientism, mainstream
psychologists dismiss them as unscientific, to be ignored or at most regarded as an exotic curiosity. on the ...
derek parfit - university of toronto - ‘the unimportance of identity’, in henry harris (ed.) identity : essays
based on herbert spencer lectures given in the university of oxford , new york: clarendon press, 1995, pp.
13-45. equality or priority? personal identity in samuel clarke - project muse - personal identity in samuel
clarke howard m. ducharme dr. samuel clarke (1675--1729) was a highly esteemed proponent of new- tonian
physics, and a philosopher and theologian who was considered by 19. language and identity19. language
and identity - these examples show how individual identity and social identity are mediated by language:
language features are the link which binds individual and social identities together. id en tit^.^ deepblueb.umich - perry, personal identity and the “characteristic” way l. nathan oaklander some who
attempt to analyse or define personal identity solely in terms of memory are making two claims about persons.
first, they are claiming that a person is essentially non-bodily. more specifically, they say that a person is a
temporally extended totality (series) ofmental states or experiencesconnected in a ... a list of titles relevant
to the study of identity - a list of titles relevant to the study of identity compiled by hailong tian with the
help of m. krzy żanowski, yunhua xiang and haicui zheng. social and personal identity projects in the
recovery from ... - social and personal identity projects in the recovery from addictive behaviours* anjakoskija¨nnesy universityofkuopioandja¨rvenpa¨a¨addictionhospital,finland ms10 personal identity gt - sheffield
- personal identity, oxford: blackwell. the best greatest-hits collection on the market, with a good balance of
both classic and recent articles across all the main areas of the subject. the achievement of personhood brooklyn college - the achievement of personhood jerry goodenough abstract the debate on personal
identity tends to conflate or ignore two different usages of the word ‘person’. forthcoming in the
philosophical forum - philarchive - forthcoming in the philosophical forum 4 the further fact theory of
personal identity: the hypothesis that personal identity is a brute, simple fact that cannot be reduced to any
sort of physical or by david s. oderberg i. introduction - personal websites at ub - dard accounts of
personal identity and expositions of the philosophy of mind. dualism is a thesis in both of these fields. the
account that follows will psychological continuity, fission, and the non-branching ... - identity of persons
over time solely in terms of psychological continuity, we would have to conclude that a is the same person as b
and the same person as c – which, it seems, cannot be true given that the identity relation is the
insignificance of personal identity for bioethics - ssrn - the insignificance of personal identity for
bioethics biot_1719 481..489 david shoemaker keywords personal identity, abortion, death, advance
directives, locke on personal identity - muse.jhu - locke on personal identity galen strawson, galen
strawson published by princeton university press strawson, galen & strawson, galen. locke on personal
identity: consciousness and concernment. le probleme de l identite personnelle bibliographie selective
- r. glauser le probleme de l’identite personnelle bibliographie selective textes introductifs carruthers, p.,
introducing persons, londres, croom helm, 1986. bodily identity in scholastic theology antonia
fitzpatrick ucl - the question of personal identity remains provocative and fertile in modern philosophical
debate, of course. in order to try to isolate the criteria for personal © blackwell publishing ltd. 2004, 9600
garsington road ... - believe: (a) the determinacy claim, that personal identity is neces-sarily determinate;
(b) ontological non-reductionism, that it is not the case that a person consists merely in a brain, a body, and a
series identity in international relations - duck of minerva - 1 school of oriental and african studies
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department of politics and international studies identity in international relations (course code: 153400073)
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